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✓ VLOGs in Numeracy class, why?
✓ VLOGs in Numeracy class, how?
✓ VLOGs in Numeracy class, what about??
✓ VLOGs in Numeracy class, what the point?
✓ VLOGs in Numeracy class, what are the rules?
✓ VLOGs in Numeracy class, what does it look like?
VLOGS IN NUMERACY CLASS, WHY
VLOGS IN NUMERACY CLASS, HOW?

- Group assignment
- Individual assignment
VLOGS IN NUMERACY CLASS, WHAT ABOUT??

Anything really, for example

✓ How many square feet is a football pitch

✓ How to divide $1,000,000 over 23 the persons in class

✓ How much tax one pays when the price goes up

✓ Etc, Etc ,Etc
VLOGS IN NUMERACY CLASS, WHAT THE POINT?

Students will work on:

✓ Comprehending and explaining the problem

✓ Presentation skills

✓ Social Media skills

✓ Something which they don’t do often in Numeracy class
VLOGS IN NUMERACY CLASS, WHAT THE RULES?

Rules:

VLOGS no longer then 3 minutes
VLOGS uploaded on Youtube like sites

No voice -overs
All calculations have to be on video
VLOGS IN NUMERACY CLASS, WHAT DOES IT LOOK LIKE?
Questions